does not mean that such engines were not employed, only that the new terminology had not yet reached Henry or that he preferred to employ traditional terms, to which his audience might have been more accustomed.
2 By examining the spread of the new vocabulary and Henry's references to artillery, it will be suggested that counterweight artillery was embraced in the Baltic ahead of the new terminology.
New Terminology
The most common word used specifically to identify artillery by Latin sources in the twelfth century was petraria. This term was almost always used to identify a traction trebuchet: a simple form of stone-throwing lever-artillery. 3 Paul the Deacon mentions a petraria in the late eighth century and references to these engines dramatically increase through the eleventh and twelfth centuries as vernacular variants also become more popular. 4 The other notable artilleryspecific term, manganum (and variants mangonella and mangonellus), was a classical term that remained in use through the Middle Ages. The less specific machinae, however, was most frequently employed to identify artillery in the twelfth century.
With time came specificity and the more frequent use of artillery-specific terms. This trend can be seen in the terminology used by certain successive sources. 307-20 (pp. 316-18) . 3 These engines could be constructed fairly quickly and easily if need be and worked by reasonably untrained personnel. They could also be constructed more carefully and, when operated by trained crews, could yield a rapid rate of fire with relative accuracy over extended periods of time. 4 Paul the Deacon, Historia Langobardorum, ed. variants of trebuchet appear to refer exclusively to the heaviest mechanical artillery from the early thirteenth century onwards.
The earliest known uses of the term 'trebuchet' date to the late twelfth century.
Trabuchellus is found in a fealty agreement established at Vicenza on 6 April 1189 and trabucha are found a decade later in Codagnellus's account of the siege of Castelnuovo Bucca d'Adda in October 1199. 7 In both instances, the new term is listed alongside established terms for artillery: manganum and prederia in the former, and predariae in the latter. It is recorded that "more than ten thousand tallied on the ropes" of these trabuquetz at one point, 24 initially suggesting that these were traction trebuchets; however, it is noted soon afterwards that men "ran to the ropes and wound the trabuquetz". 25 Winches are not a feature of traction trebuchets but they are known to have been used to draw back the beams of counterweight trebuchets. Furthermore, the Toulousian trabuquetz were fired when the men "released their ropes", 26 which appears to describe the freeing of a counterweight to fall -quite different from the pulling power applied to fire a traction trebuchet. Although there are few indications that the trabuquetz were significantly more powerful than the calabres and peirers, which are often mentioned alongside them, their use of well-dressed projectiles is perhaps revealing. Unlike the inconsistent pulling-force that powered a traction trebuchet, the same amount of energy was behind every shot fired by a counterweight trebuchet. By using finely dressed spherical projectiles of a consistent mass, these engines were capable of firing with maggunella. 33 While the petraria found in the Annales is characterised as more significant than the maggunella, it is unclear why the annalist reverted back to using traditional vocabulary.
Despite such examples, the use of variants of 'trebuchet' increase through the early thirteenth century and first enter English administrative documents as trebucheta in 1225.
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Trebuchets are first mentioned in James of Aragon's autobiographical chronicle among the events of 1229. 35 The term is one of a number that James used to identify artillery, including fonèvol, almajanech, algarrada and manganell. While he appears to have rarely employed his artillery vocabulary consistently, clearly using certain terms interchangeably, it is possible that James originally held the term trebuchet apart from others, reflecting a distinctly more powerful engine.
The first 'trebuchet' mentioned in Germany belonged to Otto IV: the engine, a tribok or tribracho, was used to besiege Weissensee in 1212. 36 These terms may imply that the beam of this engine was composed of three spars, although this is far from certain. 
New Technology
The counterweight trebuchet was a significant development. By replacing traction power with gravitational force as the means of propelling the short arm of the beam downwards, the only limitation to scale was the structural strength of an engine's components. Since Gustav were given to the crusaders ahead of the siege of Nicaea in 1097. 42 The summoning of an Armenian of Antioch, Havedic, to construct artillery for the Franks during their siege of Tyre in 1124 has also raised suspicions that he was commissioned to construct counterweight trebuchets. 43 Despite such tantalising indications, there is no definitive proof that the counterweight trebuchet was known before al-Tarsusi produced his description and accompanying illustration.
Al-Tarsusi's tone and claim that such an engine had previously been built imply that this technology had been around for at least a few years; however, the crude nature of the engine suggests that it may not have reached an effective stage of development. The low axle, short sling, and use of only three slender ropes to attach the counterweight to the short arm of the beam, indicate that this was a light and inefficient engine. In the years that followed this design was improved: the axle was raised allowing the counterweight to swing freely, no longer requiring a hole be dug for it to fall into; a longer sling was used, positioned horizontally under 42 
Henry of Livonia
The first reference to artillery, patherelli, in Henry of Livonia's chronicle accompanies the Christian siege of Holm (Martinsala) in 1206. 45 The term patherellus appears to be a variant of the petraria. 46 Although the term petraria is most often associated with a traction trebuchet, this is insufficient evidence to rule out the possibility that Henry used the term to refer to a counterweight engine as other sources, such as Roger of Wendover, evidently used the term to refer to both types of engine. Henry's second reference to artillery appears shortly after the first, accompanying the Russians' siege of Holm later in 1206. and employed ballistae, and the sappers set up a penthouse and began to undermine the besieged defences. 54 The patherelli, noted in the plural, would appear to be associated with the machinae minores, much as the machina parva had been equated with a patherellus before the siege of Fellin. These seem to have been different from the machina maior, which came into action later in the siege. This engine is described as throwing great rocks at the fort, terrifying those within. Henry claims the first stone thrown by this engine was loosed by the Duke of Saxony and that it crushed a certain section of the parapet, killing the men thereon. The second and third shots dislodged some planks of the rampart, hitting some men as well, and compelled the defenders to abandon their defences and seek refuge. 55 Like the machina at Fellin, this engine appears to have taken a prolonged period of time to erect and is praised for its power once operational.
The first type of artillery described by Henry at Holm would appear to be lighter traction trebuchets, mentioned alongside ballistae (probably crossbows) and similarly well suited to providing antipersonnel fire. The second, a single heavier and more destructive engine, was probably a counterweight trebuchet. Although Henry seems to employ distinct terms to differentiate between these engine-types at Mesoten, caution is required before attempting to use this vocabulary to evaluate engines mentioned earlier, apart from the machina maior noted in 1218.
It is hard to imagine that traction trebuchet technology was unknown to most Russian armies before 1206, as such engines had been used across Latin Europe for centuries.
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Accordingly, it is tempting to suggest that the little 'German' engine that was built at Holm in 1206, of which the Russians had little knowledge, was a counterweight trebuchet. It is possible that Henry's use of the adjective parva in this instance was meant to provide a sense of scale rather than type. However, Henry claims that the Oeselians were completely ignorant of the patherellus as well as machinae until 1220, when they acquired knowledge of such from the people of Warbole (who had received this technology as subjects of the Danes 65-66. 59 For a brief discussion of the links between nautical traditions and trebuchet artillery, see Rogers, Henry of Livonia 4 (26.4), Arndt, pp. 184, 187, Brundage, pp. 207, 210 . Although neither the Slavs nor Danes had a strong tradition of building with stone, neither did the Franks, yet the manganum is found in their siege trains by the ninth century, see Carroll Gillmor, 'The Introduction of the Traction Trebuchet into the Latin West, ' Viator 12 (1981), pp. 1-8 (pp. 6-8 Near the end of his chronicle, Henry again draws a distinction between the patherelli and the machinae built at the siege of Mona on the island of Moon in early 1227. While it is not clear how the machinae were used, the attacking patherelli fired stones at defensive engines of the same type. 64 A similar distinction is apparent at the siege of Waldia soon after: the attackers' instrumenta bellica are equated with patherelli and clearly differentiated from the machina magna that was also prepared. 65 Whereas patherellus was once associated with smaller varieties of machinae, by the 1220s a shift had occurred that was carried through the remainder of the chronicle. 
